
BOLLYWOOD  

HARMONIUM 
Playable Virtual Instrument





PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 

Harmonium usually belongs to the family of free-
reed aerophones. The instrument is a small, tabletop 
size, organ which has bellows at the back that is 
pumped by one hand while the other hand plays the 
keyboard. 

 A standard Harmonium always has a wooden box 
known as body, handles to move the instrument, 
bellows, keys, stops (main and drone), reeds, reed 
board, coupler and scale changer. Today in India it is 
widely used in all forms of Indian music be it classical, 
Hindustani, devotional or film music. 

Bollywood Harmonium: This is a fine realistically 
sampled “Harmonium” Virtual Instrument. Pristinely 
recorded at Beatfactory Studios, New Delhi by 
Music Producer, Gaurav Dayal and Studio 
Engineer, Rajat Nagpal. 

Equipment Used: Wunder 
Audio PEQ1R – Neve Clone EQ/ 

Empirical Labs Distressor.  
Apogee Symphony,AKG C414/212



INSTALLATION:

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 

◆  Mac OS X version 10.7 and 10.8 (64-bit | 32-bit), Mac Intel 
processor, 2 GB of RAM 
◆  Windows 7 and Windows 8 (64-bit | 32-bit), Core Duo or faster 
processor, 2 GB of RAM  
◆ Hard drive : 7200 rpm recommended or Solid State Drive (SSD) 

COMPATIBLE DAWs 

FL Studio, Digital Performer 7 & 8, Pro Tools 10 & 11, Logic 9 & X, 
Cubase 7+, Nuendo 6+, Ableton Live 8 & 9, Studio One 2, Garage 
Band 6, Maschine 1 & 2, Tracktion 4, Vienna Ensemble 5, MPC 
Renaissance, Reaper 4, Sonar X3, Main Stage 3, MuLab 5.5, Finale 
2014, Sibelius 7 + Other DAWS 



PROCESS: 

Watch the Installation Video: 
https://youtu.be/0NcJdi8QStk 

1.Create an Lok Account if you do not have one.  
2.Goto http://www.ilok.com 
3.Download & Install Lok License Manager for OS X or WIN 
4.Goto Bollywood Sounds UVI Registration page and enter your 

email, serial number and Lok id. The license will now be deposited 
to your Lok account (links sent to you on email) 

5. Open the Lok License Manager and Login to your Account. 
6.Install the License for Bollywood Harmonium to your computer or 

iLok key. *iLok Key not required 

7.Download the FREE UVI Workstation Software (links sent to you 
on mail) 

8.Download the BOLLYWOOD HARMONIUM UFS File (links sent 
to you on mail) 

9. Load the UFS Library File in the UVI Workstation standalone or 
Plugin format inside your DAW. 

10. Play the instrument!

https://youtu.be/0NcJdi8QStk
http://www.ilok.com
https://youtu.be/0NcJdi8QStk
http://www.ilok.com


CONTROLS & FX



Octave : on/off positions - In the on position another 
layer of a low octave harmonium switches on.

Key Noise : on/off positions - In the on position the 
nature sound of real harmonium key sounds captured 
are switched on, giving the preset an authentic mic’d 
sound.

Wind : on/off positions - In the on position, The wind 
sound of the harmonium switches on, this is great 
sound when playing chords.

Attack : on/off positions - In the on position the 
patch has a quick attack, giving it a sound almost like 
an organ, for quick phrase playing.

Legato : on/off positions - In the on position the 
polyphony is mono and legato style mode is 
implemented with scripts for lead style playing. 



Chorus Knob : When turned from left to right a 
beautiful chorus effect is mixed into the patch , 
making the sound richer and more pleasing.

Stereo Width Knob : When turned from left to 
right ,the spatial width increases, making the sound 
wider and more 3D i, this helps achieve a larger than 
life sound.

Distortion Knob : When turned from left to right 
there is an increase of tube like second order 
harmonic distortion in the sound, making it fuller, 
thicker harmonically more rich.

Reverb : A Wet Control and a Dry control is provided 
to give you total control, making the right blend of the 
wet signal and the original dry sound.



PRESETS:

The Bollywood Harmonium comes with 10 presets 
including our special * VINTAGE MODE which has 
its own black and white interface. 

1. Simple Harmonium 
2. Bolly Harmonium 
3. Bolly Harmonium Vintage 
4. Harmonium Chord Stab - Dry 
5. Harmonium Chord Stab - Wet 
6. Harmonium FX 
7. Lead Harmonium 1 
8. Lead Harmonium 2 
9. Organium 
10.Studio Harmonium 



LICENSE AGREEMENT -EULA 

Thank You for Purchasing a BollywoodSounds product!

The sounds in this package  are licensed to you, not sold to 
you. All rights not expressly granted to the user are 
reserved.  

Only the original purchaser of this sample pack has a legal 
right to use these sounds, samples and loops within their 
own "original" music compositions and/or in advertisements, 
soundtracks, and television or film productions.


The content can be used for both commercial and non-
commercial use. However, it may not be used in the creation 
of any competitive product, such as a Sample Pack, Sample 
CD, Sample DVD, Virtual Instrument, Expansion Pack, or any 
other collection of sound or loop elements in any format.


You may not re-sell this collection or pass it on to a third 
party as this license is non-transferable. All copying, lending, 
duplicating, re-selling, renting, uploading, file sharing or 
unauthorized trading of this content (or any part of this 
content) is prohibited by international copyright law.


If you have any questions about this license or you wish to 
report an individual who has flouted the terms of this 
agreement, then please contact us. Thank you for purchasing 
BOLLYWOOD HARMONIUM  and please check out our 
other Products.
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India -110049. 
T: +91 11 26254046  
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